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With the increased demand for food, the use of methods and alternatives that increase efficiency in selection of inbred lines is
necessary. e use of quantitative genetics plays an important role in this respect, especially when the pedigree method is used in
autogamous plants. is study proposes the inclusion of relationship information among progenies using the best linear unbiased
predictor (BLUP) to obtain the breeding values of greater accuracy and, consequently, increase genetic gains from the selection.
A strategy is proposed that aims to accelerate the program of obtaining perennial plant inbreds and use the greatest amount of
information possible in selection so as to attainmaximumaccuracy. In thatway, it would be possible tomake inbreds availablewhich
are better than the existing ones, with greater frequency, meeting the agribusiness demand involved in production of perennial
plants.

1. Introduction

Plants considered to be autogamous are those in which
self-fertilization is predominant, that is, the rate of cross-
fertilization is less than 5% [1]. Strategies particular to the
mode of reproduction are used in breeding these plants.
Available information indicates that breeding of this type of
plant has been successful in different regions of the world [2–
4].

e two most traditional methods for conducting with
segregating progenies of autogamous plants, the bulkmethod
and pedigree method, were proposed in Europe at the end
of the 19th century and beginning of the 20th century [5].
Aer that, other selection methods were proposed, aiming to
reduce the de�ciencies of the twomethods mentioned above.
Among them, the bulk method within progenies F2 or F3 [6]
and the single seed descendent (SSD) [7–9] have also been
widely used. Comparisons among these methods have been
performed over time and, although in some cases differences
have been detected among them [10–12], what is observed is
that if they are well applied, all of them are efficient.

It may be inferred that, even though it has occurred
in some cases [13–15], the use of quantitative genetics for
assisting breeders of autogamous plants has been much less
than that used for alogamous plants [16, 17]. Along with
the population growth expected for the coming decades, the
demand for food will have expressive growth [18, 19]. As
there is no longer great availability of noncropped land, the
main option for meeting the demand for grains, fruit, and
�bers is by means of increasing yield.

One of the alternatives for increasing yield is by means
of improvements in crop management. is is the context
for use of an increasing quantity of fertilizers, pesticides, and
irrigation water. Nevertheless, there are some restrictions on
the growing use of these inputs; some through restriction
in availability and price and others through issues related to
possible environmental impacts.

us, the expectation is that the increase in yield may
be obtained especially through genetic improvement. In this
context, some new alternatives are being proposed with a
view toward assisting identi�cation of inbreds that are more
and more efficient. One of these options is more accentuated
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F 1: Mean values of the Spearman correlations (𝑟𝑟) between
additive genetic values (AGV) and BLUP predictions, considering
(A) and ignoring (B) the additive genetic relationship among
F4 ∶ 5 progenies, conducted by the pedigree method for different
heritability values in the mean of the progenies (ℎ2) (adapted from
[21]).

use of knowledge from biometrics/quantitative genetics. In
this study, some of the possibilities for use of quantitative
genetics will be discussed, with emphasis on breeding of
autogamous plants, above all, when the pedigree method is
used.

2. Improving the Efficiency of
the Pedigree Method

e pedigree method is the most used method in breeding
of autogamous plants and the methodology used is found in
many publications [6, 8, 20]. What is to be discussed is a
strategy for improving its efficiency. Among the advantages
of the pedigree method, that which is always cited is that
it allows one to obtain the degree of coancestry among
generations, in other words, one has the genealogy of the
selected inbreds. is information is almost always obtained;
however, its use, when this occurs, is very restricted. It should
have more expressive use, above all due to the work involved
in obtaining it, with a view toward improving the efficiency
of the method.

An alternative for use of genealogy was presented by [21]
using computer simulation. A quantitative trait with inher-
itance was considered in accordance with a purely additive
genetic model; in other words, absence of dominance and
epistasis. e authors used a model with 20 segregating loci
of independent assortment, with equal effects, in a diploid
individual, and allele frequency of 0.5. e in�uence of
environmental effects on forming phenotypes was observed
in considering different heritability values (ℎ2 = 10%, 25%,
50% and 75%). For each heritability, 1000 F2 segregating
populations were simulated, which were conducted following
that recommended by the pedigree method. From each F2
population, 64 plants were chosen, which constituted 64
progenies F2∶3 in the following generation, F3. From each F2 ∶ 3
progeny, two plants were taken, forming 128 progenies F3 ∶ 4

in the following generation.is process was repeated for one
more generation, generating 256 F4 ∶ 5 progenies.

e F4∶5 progenies were assessed in experiments with
replication (𝑟𝑟 = 2) in a completely randomized design
(CRD), without loss of generality, and a plot consisting
of 20 plants. e phenotypic data were analyzed by the
mixed model approach with and without incorporation of
information from the genealogical records. e manner in
which this information is taken into account in the analyt-
ical procedure occurs through computation of the genetic
relationship matrix among the progenies. e non-additive
effects were not considered in the model; thus, the matrix of
the additive genetic relationships was obtained by two times
Malecot’s coancestry coefficients. ese coefficients may
easily be obtained via available soware. Detailed description
regarding Henderson’s mixed model procedure may be seen
in textbooks [22–25]. e selection method under a mixed
model for the case of random genetic treatments, as in
this study with random progenies, uses BLUP (best linear
unbiased prediction) as a predictor of such effects.

BLUPpredictions of the additive genetic values are said to
present better predictive accuracy in relation to other predic-
tors/estimators, like BLUE (best linear unbiased estimator),
which are estimators of the additive genetic values (AGV)
under �xed genetic treatments. us, it may be inferred that
BLUP and BLUE are both a function of phenotypic data and
that they have a common purpose. In this case, one must
choose the estimator/predictor that provides for ranking of
the predictedAGVas near as possible to the real [26] without,
however, going against philosophical principles of genetics
and breeding, as well as statistics and experimentation, which
direct such a choice.

Two models were considered in the simulation: a model
with insertion of coancestry and a second model ignoring
such information. From these models, one has BLUPA and
BLUPI, respectively, as predictors of the AGV.

By means of the simulations, it was observed that
inclusion of coancestry information among the progenies
in all heritability situations (ℎ2) resulted in more accurate
predictions of the AGVs (Figure 1), culminating in ranking
of the progenies nearest to the true ranking based on the
real AGVs simulated. Nevertheless, it should be emphasized
that this selective advantage was more expressive under low
heritability (10 ≤ ℎ2 ≤ 50%). Heritability is a highly useful
parameter for the breeder because it re�ects the reliability one
has in the phenotypes observed for indicating genotypically
superior individuals. Decrease in heritability indicates that
the phenotype becomes a poor indicator of the genotypic
value due to the pronounced effect of environmental factors,
reducing the gain from selection (Figure 2). e purpose
of the use of BLUP is to provide better adjustment of the
phenotypic value to the nongenetic effects by shrinkage
effect towards the expected genetic values. Under balanced
conditions, the shrinkage factor is heritability, showing that
although the mixed model procedure is essentially statistical,
there is strong association andmeaning of the estimators with
that desired by the breeder and with parameters routinely
used in breeding activities.
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F 2: Mean additive genetic values (AGV) of the F4 ∶ 5 progenies selected by BLUP considering (a) and ignoring (b) the information from
the additive relationship in terms of heritability in the broad sense in the mean of the progenies (ℎ2) and selected proportions (s) of 5% and
10% (adapted from [21]).
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F 3: A proposal for obtaining the segregating population.
In the example, ten top crosses will be obtained and the F1 seed
obtained would be mixed in equal proportion.

From the above, it may be concluded that the BLUP pre-
dictions of the progenies re�ected the expected or predicted
genetic gains in the populations from breeding. When infor-
mation from genealogy was considered, the genetic gains
were generally of greater magnitude than those achieved
when this informationwas ignored, regardless of the intensity
of selection. Nevertheless, corroborating what had already
been mentioned, the additional genetic gains were relatively
more expressive under low heritability (Figure 2).

us, for the purpose of maximizing genetic gains when
using the pedigree method, exploiting the information from
the genealogical records at the time of selection through use
of the mixed model statistical approach is recommended. It
is worth emphasizing that success in selection of superior
progenies is intrinsically connected with adequate exper-
imentation, since for statistical analysis to result in good
predictions of BLUP, having good estimates of genetic and
environmental variances is indispensable. In addition, it is
well known that at the time of analysis, the phenotypic

data invariably have greater weight in relation to the extra
information incorporated, such as coancestry.

3. Strategies for Perennial Plant Breeding in the
Pedigree Method.

e comments to be made will have an emphasis on cof-
fee crop (Coffea arabica), but may be extrapolated to any
perennial autogamous plant. Coffee was chosen because it is
a species of great social and economic importance in Brazil.
Breeding programs are conducted exclusively by the public
sector. e breeding methodology used until then was by
means of conducting segregating populations by the pedigree
method [27, 28].

It is known that the main difficulty in genetic breeding
of any species is reducing the effect of the environment
and genotype by environment interaction on phenotypic
expression, in other words, having a good representative of
the genotype in the phenotype [9, 29]. In a perennial plant,
like coffee crop, this factor is even more expressive because
the plant has a long juvenile period and marked annual yield
oscillation, with various years of assessment being necessary
[30]. What is being proposed is a strategy that seeks to
accelerate the program for obtaining new inbreds and, at the
same time, use the most information possible in selection
leading to maximum efficiency.

e base population may be obtained using any one of
the options that breeders of this species use. Nevertheless, the
ideal situation is involvement of parents with good proven
performance in crosses whenever possible; in other words,
promote crossing of good × good [9, 31, 32]. As a suggestion,
the segregating population will be obtained by means of
hybridizations involving the ten best inbreds available. ese
inbreds would be chosen in terms of the higher performance,
already mentioned, in yield, pest resistance and grain quality.
Ideally they would be derived from different breeding pro-
grams in existence.
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F 4: Schematic drawing for progression of generations considering the F2 generation (a) and the F5 ∶ 6 generation (b).

T 1: Number of harvests for each generation in the genealogical method of the coffee tree at the time of obtaining F6 ∶ 7 progenies.

Generations
F2 F2 ∶ 3 F3 ∶ 4 F4 ∶ 5 F5 ∶ 6

Number of harvests

12 10 8 6 4
7 5 3 1
5 3 1
3 1
1

Diallel crosses could be carried out or, to facilitate, top
crosses inwhich each inbred is a tester of all the others.e F1
seeds obtained from each top cross would be mixed, in equal
amounts, obtaining 10 segregating populations (Figure 3).
e generation F1 plants would be sown in crop conditions.
In the �rst harvest, at two years, the seeds from each F1
plant would be mixed in equal proportion for obtaining the
F2 population. In this case, at least 100 F2 plants from each
top cross would be used, making up a total population of
1000 plants (Figure 4(a)). ese plants would be identi�ed.
In the �rst harvest, a mild selection would be carried out,
for example, using selection intensity of 50%, in other
words, 500 individuals. ree seedlings per plant would be
obtained from each individual selected to give rise to the F2∶3
population. is would be carried out in the �eld using plots
of one plant with three replications, in other words, 1500 total
plants.

Each F2 plant that gave rise to the F2 ∶ 3 progeny would
be identi�ed and the assessments would be continued every
year. is process would be repeated for all the progenies.

In the case of F2 ∶ 3, selection would not be carried out.
Each plant would give rise to three F3 ∶ 4 plants. e F3 ∶ 4
progenies would also be conducted in a similar way to F2 ∶ 3.
e assessments could be performed in more locations, three
for example, using 4500 plants by location.

In this generation, in each location, the best 300 indi-
viduals would be selected for obtaining F4∶5 progenies. e
decision, in this case, would be carried out considering the
performance and genealogy of the F2, F2 ∶ 3, and F3 ∶ 4 plants
that gave rise to each individual, using the mixed model

approach. Note, for example, that in the case of the F2
plant, �ve crop seasons would already have been performed,
for F2 ∶ 3, three, and for F3 ∶ 4, one (Table 1). e 300 F4 ∶ 5
progenies selected would be assessed considering one plant
per plot, ten replications, in three locations.

In selection of F4∶5 progenies, data from two harvests
of this generation would be used, four from F3 ∶ 4, six from
F2 ∶ 3, and eight from F2. At the time of analysis, data from
all the generations and from the three locations in which the
F4 ∶ 5 progenies were assessed would be used. Based on the
analyses, 150 F5 ∶ 6 progenies would be selected. ey would
then come to be assessed in plots with �ve plants and �ve
replications (Figure 4(b)). Here the progenies would also be
assessed in at least three locations. In this case, the progenies
would be assessed aer four harvests, in order to have two
biennia and thus have more assurance in the matter of the
biennial nature of the crop, the change in yield from one year
to the next, which is common in perennial plants. us, in
deciding on the progenies (now a inbred because most of
the loci would be in homozygosis) to be chosen, the data
of the F5 ∶ 6, F4 ∶ 5, F3 ∶ 4, F2 ∶ 3, and F2 generations would be
considered (Table 1). Note that the decision for choice of the
best inbred in the F5 ∶ 6 generationwould have 40 harvests and
more data from some locations as a reference.

All the breeding programs should be as dynamic as pos-
sible. e proposal presented presupposes that the inbreds
will go to the value for cultivation and use (VCU) aer
18 years. Clearly, this procedure is not able to meet the
needs of the coffee agribusiness in Brazil. It is necessary
to make new inbreds available every four or �ve years.
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e way of achieving this goal is by means of a recurrent
selection program using the strategy already mentioned. For
that purpose, F3 ∶ 4 progenies would be selected aer two
harvests. In selection, the ten best, preferentially arising from
top cross with different parents would be intercrossed in a
manner similar to that mentioned above (Figure 3). If some
new inbred arose derived from other breeding programs or
showed resistance to pests or pathogens, they could and
should be included in recombination process. e procedure
as of that point will be similar to that which was detailed
previously. With this strategy aer the �rst cycle, new inbred
may be obtained every four to �ve years, making the program
much more efficient.

is strategy has some advantages. (i) It allows more
dynamism in breeding programs of perennial plants such
as coffee crop. e proposal is appropriate for a recurrent
selection program. As of the F3 ∶ 4 generation, the best
progenies may be recombined and also inbreds from other
programs and sources of resistance to pests and pathogens
should be included in recombination. (ii) Deciding upon
the best progenies in each stage, especially as of F3 ∶ 4, is
more accurately performed [24] because the number of
replications involved in the process is enormous. (iii) Greater
possibility for identifying progenies with greater stability
and adaptability. From what was mentioned above, this
fact is clear. It should be stressed that stability may be
assessed both in the context of years and locations and also
in the alternating nature of yield every two years. (iv) A
great deal of information that may assist future decisions of
breeders may be assessed, as, for example, comparing the
interactions of progenies × years and progenies × locations.
Various alternatives for analyses may be assessed, as, for
example, use of the least square method and the mixed
model method, especially the BLUP [23], moving averages
[33, 34], sequential analysis with the use of BLUP [35], and
others. In this case, moreover, genealogy may be used as an
additional criteria, as was mentioned previously. Genomic
selection, which has received a great deal of attention recently
[36], may have its efficiency proven in breeding of perennial
plants. It may also be used in obtaining estimates of genetic
and phenotypic components, especially realized heritability,
which is not frequent in the case of coffee crop, and many
other alternatives that would allow the breeder in the future
to make decisions with a greater deal more certainty.
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